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Introduction

Before we do anything, I want to tell you about my first experience with the web.

It was 1996, and I was at home, sitting at my mother’s Windows 3.1 machine. We had recently heard about this “Internet” from my grandmother, who had been using it to communicate with a friend living in Hong Kong.

To us, this was science fiction. I was six years old, however, and science fiction wasn’t as sharply differentiated from science fact as it (sometimes) is today, so it never occurred to me that this shouldn’t be possible.
This was my first time at the computer in a week, not because I wasn’t using a computer regularly already, but because a week prior I had gotten up very early, logged onto my mother’s computer, and, having memorized the keystrokes and icons, rather than the actual words, navigated to the Control Panel and turned every single background, foreground, and text color white. When I got home from kindergarten that day, I was greeted less kindly than with the typical chocolate milk and *Happy Days* reruns.

Someone who can’t differentiate between science fiction and science, fact

Therefore, a week after dismantling my minimalist design, I was about to experience the Internet. My next-door neighbor at the time was also named Billy; and in a grand act of vanity, I decided I would send my first e-mail message to the only other person I knew who shared my name.

I opened the e-mail client and slowly chicken-pecked the following:

Isn’t technology great!?

-Billy H.

In little-kid time, it took somewhere between one second and 700 years for this e-mail to be sent. Immediately, I called the other Billy on the phone to see if he had
received it. He had to get off the phone to check. Eventually, he responded with a poignant piece of writing that I carry with me to this day:

    yes!!

    -Billy R.

The e-mail client, sitting in its own white window on a background I had begrudgingly recolored a neon yellow, wasn’t much more than a WYSIWYG editor and a list of contacts—the same as it looks today.

At six, I felt like I had just sent a message to Hong Kong.

Five years later, I was sitting at my grandmother’s house. My great-grandmother, who was a rock star and could beat any of you at Scrabble so don’t even try, was in a nursing home that housed both a group of eccentric old retirees and a surprisingly tech-savvy administrator.

I had decided, after losing at Scrabble, that I would make my first website: a face book for all the people on my great-grandmother’s floor of the nursing home, a way to let them say hello to their loved ones online. The administrator was over the moon about this. At eleven, I had to open an MS-DOS prompt and manually connect to the free web hosting included with my mother’s e-mail address at the time, then FTP individual HTML files to the server. That website eventually led to my winning a Jefferson Award for Public Service and renting a (small) tuxedo to talk about the Internet, surrounded by adults who were making a tangible difference in the world.

I was once again living in the world of science fiction.

Five years later, I had my first cellphone. It did not have any Internet-connected features. At the time, having Internet connectivity on your phone meant one of two things:

- You were using it for e-mail.
- You were in a commercial for cellphones.

I had no inclination that the little clamshell in my pocket would morph into the primary way that I now access the web every day.
A year later, the iPhone would launch.

Today, we hold our Internet to a higher standard. We (I, because I know who I am and what I do for a living, and you, because you have opened this book, which means I can make wild assumptions about you) make things for the web. We make websites, and web apps, and landing pages, and blogs, and magazines, and dashboards, and we do all of this because we have a vested interest in making the Internet something amazing.

My degree is in computer science, with a focus in UI engineering and human-computer interaction. I shimmied backward into web design because I missed changing all of my mom’s system colors to white, and because nobody else I was working with ever wanted to also be the designer when we were up at 4:00 a.m. regurgitating data structures.

I cut my teeth on data visualization toward the end of my college career. A friend (with whom I would go on to form my studio) and I were working on a comically uncreative idea: tracking the level of crowd, drink and food specials, and how many friends were at any given venue on a given night. (It was far from the next Facebook, but we were young and shiny and dumb.) Never before, and often since, I felt the intense joy of watching a complex set of numbers turn into something readable, approachable, even friendly.

Because I’ve lived in this dual role of developer and designer for the entirety of my professional career, I have never been able to separate the visual design of how a website, a visualization, a pixel might look from its actual implementation—and I think that this is an important way to look at what you create for the web.

Our industry is responsible for some of the most amazing advances in the past 25 years; but it’s also responsible for the tidal wave of absolute garbage being shoved into consumers’ faces on a daily basis. Not only do we create content, we also create the vehicles by which other people create and consume content.

But I don’t want to scare you.

We’re the good guys. We’re designers. We get to decide what is made, how it works, and exactly how consumers interact with it; but there’s one thing that has always left me speechless: We’ve made it this far without a plan.